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In this essay, we aim to demonstrate the value of a power lens on consumption and absolute reductions.
Speciﬁcally, we illuminate what we perceive to be a troublesome pattern of neglect of questions of power
in research and action on sustainable consumption and absolute reductions. In pursuit of our objectives,
we delineate how many of the informal and implicit “theories of social change” of scholars and activists
in sustainable consumption and sustainable development fail to address power in a sufﬁciently explicit,
comprehensive and differentiated manner and how that failure translates into insufﬁcient understandings of the drivers of consumption and the potential for and barriers to absolute reductions.
Second, we develop the contours of a power lens on sustainable consumption. Third, we illustrate the
value of such a power lens, with a particular focus on the case of meat consumption.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Sustainable consumption, absolute reductions and the
importance of power
The persistent decline of critical natural systems in spite of an
array of efﬁciency improvements in socio-technical systems
highlights the necessity of real net reductions in global material
consumption (Fedrigo and Hontelez, 2010; Lorek, forthcoming).
Such reductions would necessarily vary across geography and
economic class, with the poor beneﬁting from real growth in
consumption while the rich experience tangible net reductions.
But overall global material throughput must ultimately decline if
sustainability is to be achieved. Despite success stories celebrating breakthroughs in the efﬁciency of some products (electric cars, LED lighting, etc.), the sheer enormity of overall
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resource use and assault on environmental systems continues to
grow. Rebound effects have generally (over)compensated efﬁciency gains (Alcott, 2008; Clugson, 2012; Global Footprint
Network, 2014). It would be a mistake to pretend that consumption can occur beyond planetary boundaries, or to proceed
as if natural resources or the ability of natural systems to absorb
pollutants are endlessly available. Thus, although sustainable
consumption cannot and should not be narrowed down to absolute reductions, absolute reductions are needed to achieve
sustainable consumption.
Such reductions will not arise spontaneously, nor simply on the
basis of more data, better models and greater understanding of
impacts. Nor will they occur solely due to better arguments and
more pleading by and to policymakers. Real sustainable consumption e consumption at levels that reverse the depletion of
natural capital, repair the rapid unraveling of the global biosphere,
and produce more prosperity at lower levels of overall consumption e will only emerge through collective action, adroit organizing,
and the focused exertion of inﬂuence; in short, through the dynamics of power. It will arise when particular agents, working
alongside or within established organizations or across institutions,
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deliberately change behaviors, prevailing norms, institutional
structures, arenas of choice, and the boundaries of rational policy
making. This work of creating conditions that initiate and accommodate real net reductions in consumption in planned and just
ways is thus inextricably tied up with questions of power e the
power to initiate change in service of sustainability and long-term
human prosperity, and the power to blunt such changes by
entrenched interests and institutions. Accordingly, our exploration
of the sustainable consumption and absolute reductions literatures
forces us to conclude that these ﬁelds have little choice but to
develop an explicit, differentiated and comprehensive analysis of
bio Gunneng,
power dynamics in consumption (Fuchs, 2013a; Zeno
2006).
In recent years, scholars of sustainable consumption have
begun to ask important questions about power and change in
complex socio-technical systems (see, for example, Avelino and
Rotmans, 2011). Nevertheless, the dominant story of academic
and policy foci on sustainable consumption is largely one of
avoidance e of dodging any sustained and systematic analysis of
and confrontation with power. The contemporary roots of this
story can be thought to begin in the global North in the late
1960s with the rise of two linked movements: the appropriate
technology movement (AT) and the voluntary simplicity movement (VSM). The AT movement, itself a retreat from the politics
of confrontation of the 1960s by weary activists, imagined that
social power could be fundamentally redistributed through
technical choice (Winner, 1986). The VSM was also in ascendance
at this time. Drawing from a deep history of anti-materialism
from around the world, it privileged personal sacriﬁce and material restraint and did not analyze relevant larger forces and
structures (Maniates, 2002). This twin depoliticization of consumption and social change extended into the 1970s, when
consumption became incorporated into the academic conversation via the “IPAT” formula (Ehrlich and Holdren, 1971), which
described environmental impact as a function of population,
afﬂuence, and technology. Scholars and policymakers, quickly
found the “afﬂuence” segment of IPAT to be politically unwieldy,
and shifted their attention to new technologies of production,
accommodating, in effect, rising afﬂuence (i.e., more consumption) with a promise, however implicit the mechanisms, of lower
environmental cost (Chertow, 2001).
The 1992 Earth Summit discourse on sustainable development (UNCED, 1992) was, by and large, a natural extension of this
earlier ﬂight from the politics of consumption (e.g. Chatterjee
and Finger, 1994; Princen et al., 2002), and served to cement it
into place. The dominant narrative of Rio, after all, was that
sustainability could be achieved with more economic growth
(and rising levels of consumption) made possible by environmentally benign technologies spread by accelerating processes of
economic globalization. The central challenges were managerial
and scientiﬁc: better assess the costs of environmental damage,
shift taxes and prices to fully account for environmental harms,
and develop and disseminate new production processes and
practices (Clark, 1989). The main document of the Earth Summit,
Agenda 21, devoted an early chapter (Chapter 4) to changing
consumption patterns, which focused almost exclusively on new
technologies, efﬁciency improvements, and on the minimization
of waste. Although the very results of the 1992 Earth Summit
were deﬁned by the dynamics of power among actors, both
governmental and non-governmental, more fundamental questions about the exercise of power were relegated to the streets
beyond the main conference halls. Since then, initiatives under
the banner of sustainable development have disproportionately
focused on sustainable production, e.g. more efﬁcient and ‘green’
production, a shift to renewable energy sources, and localism.
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These are important and admirable initiatives, but they stand as
evidence of the systematic avoidance of questions about how
much is enough, and about the arrangements of power that drive
the exponential and ultimately unsustainable growth of consumption and material throughput.
This genealogy is one plausible explanation for why much of
the research into sustainable development, and around sustainable consumption in particular, has tended to avoid questions of
power. Another explanation derives from the nature of knowledge generation in the sustainable consumption ﬁeld. Economics, psychology, and business studies are important
contributors to the ﬁeld. Each of these disciplines takes the individual as the primary unit of analysis. To the extent that power
is an analytic category for these disciplines, it is a narrow sense
of power, one generally conﬁned to the power of individual actions (as consumers, as citizens, as participants in commerce)
and the power coming from the aggregation of these actions. The
debate on the existence (Ginevi
cius and Krivka, 2011) or nonexistence (Akenji, 2014) of consumer sovereignty and its inﬂuence on the market mirrors this approach to power.
A third source of the ﬁeld's aversion to power, in our view, lies in
the complexity of “consumption”. Individual acts of consumption
can be seen as the result of multiple factors combining across
different levels and over time, producing patterns of consumption
whose origins and drivers are murky at best (Di Giulio et al., 2014;
Kaufmann-Hayoz et al., 2013). Such murkiness has, as we perceive
it, the effect of sidelining questions of power and agency, because in
this complexity power becomes diffuse and no single actor can
inﬂuence the nature or direction of consumption (e.g. Sayer, 2012).
What is more, in economics this very lack of control is axiomatic:
no actor d producer or consumer d can, or should, exert control
over the market; well-functioning markets and their putative efﬁciencies require it. This axiom may be a useful assumption for
estimating prices and output changes, but it says little about the
drivers of actual consumption patterns. For that, power must enter
the equation.
Perhaps most important, the ﬁeld's insufﬁcient attention to
power is related to the fact that, scholars and practitioners often
fail to make explicit and critically reﬂect on their theories of
social change, i.e. on their informal assumptions about what
drives changes in society. This can lead to unrealistic expectations regarding the ease of diffusion of more sustainable practices, expectations based solely on rational decision making, the
potential of marketing, or the good will of leaders, for example.
Simplistic assumptions about the natural diffusion of “good
ideas”, for instance, can lead to over-optimism by advocates of
sustainable consumption, resulting in frustration and despair
when those changes do not materialize. Similarly, a failure to
address the intricacies of power can result in resignation in the
face of an apparent lack of potential for change.
Most fundamentally, a lack of engagement with power prevents
the ﬁeld from identifying effective strategic interventions for
fundamental, transformative change in systems of production and
consumption. Consequently, a retreat from power, from when, how
and where it occurs, diminishes the policy relevance of sustainableconsumption scholarship. If research on sustainable consumption is
to reach its potential as a ﬁeld of inquiry and action capable of
fostering absolute reductions, it must rise above the many factors
that have kept questions of power at a distance. Power must enter
the equation.
In this essay, we aim to demonstrate the value of a power lens.
Speciﬁcally, we illuminate what we perceive to be a troublesome
pattern of neglect of questions of power by scholars in the ﬁeld and
demonstrate why and how those in the sustainable consumption
community might pursue more power-explicit approaches to
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inquiry and action. In pursuit of these objectives, we start by
delineating how implicit claims about social change embraced by
scholars and activists in sustainable consumption fail to address
power in a sufﬁciently explicit, comprehensive and differentiated
manner, and how that failure translates into insufﬁcient understandings of the drivers of consumption and the potential for
and barriers to absolute reductions. We then develop the contours
of a power lens on sustainable consumption. Third, we illustrate the
value of a power lens for the case of meat consumption and brieﬂy
sketch what the application of such a lens to the case of organic
food could look like, drawing on examples from Denmark in
particular. We conclude with a summary of our argument and
discussion of its implications.

2. Implicit claims about social change and the role of power
When analysts, policymakers or citizens argue that Actor X
should pursue Action Y to enhance sustainability or lower consumption, they are employing and advancing an implicit set of
claims about how and why social change occurs. These claims
are frequently informal and they unavoidably embody assumptions about power e about the ability of particular actors
(making use of speciﬁc instruments of persuasion, collaboration,
and coercion) to change behavior, shift norms, alter policy, or
reengineer economic relations. Thus one way to bring power to
the study of sustainable consumption studies is to make explicit
such claims.
As examples, we sketch such implicit claims about social
change (not to be confused with formal social science theories)
and their associated notions of power below. In doing so, we do
not seek to survey all that social scientists say about social change
and catalogue the various theories. Neither do we claim that we
know how social change occurs. Nor are we arguing for the superiority of one claim over another; one or another may be highly
useful in particular settings. For instance, the “buy green” understanding of social change may work very well among a subpopulation that is highly inﬂuenced by market forces, has strong social
concerns, and is primed for taking steps beyond purchasing. It
may be useless among subpopulations that have limited purchasing power.
Our intent, to be clear, is simply to shine light on that which is
often hidden, thereby illuminating assumptions about power,
some of which might seem obvious (big, wealthy actors have
more power resources and wield them at will) and others tacit
(tiny actors can marshal moral authority or plant an idea). We
believe that the analysis of social change in general and the
promulgation of recommendations to reduce consumption in
particular warrant explicit recognition of such claims. Our hope is
that an awareness of informal, underlying claims of the dynamics
of social change and the power expressions therein will enhance
the analytic clarity of scholarship in sustainable consumption
and increase the effectiveness of those promoting a postconsumerist society.
Box 1 details six such understandings of social change, all of
which, to our read, are prevalent in the sustainable consumption
literature. Identiﬁcation of these understandings emerges from our
collective experience in a variety of ﬁelds, including sustainable
consumption, global environmental politics, ecological economics,
resource conservation, and climate science. Each of the items is a
highly stylized expression of what we see in policy recommendations and individual suggestions for behavior change, in both academic and popular literatures. In the interest of clarity, we
purposely avoid injecting qualiﬁers and conditions into these understandings of social change.

Box 1
Frequent, implicit assumptions about social change.

The following understandings of social change and power
illustrate assumptions about power (or the absence
thereof). They differ in the degree to which they implicitly or
explicitly award a role to power in general, and to the power
of selected actors or ideas, in particular. The list aims to
illustrate that research on sustainable consumption and
absolute reductions would be well-served by closer attention to and critical reflection on such assumptions about
power and the more systematic and comprehensive
consideration of power in its many forms and nuances.
1. Change Just Happens Social change occurs much like
biological change; it is incremental, evolutionary, adaptive, and autonomous. Whatever the source of variation
e genetic, ideational, epistemological, geographic, cultural e stasis is not an option. Systems change: they always have and they always will. A related version is
aggregation, in which social change occurs if enough
individual people change their behavior. Social change is
the sum of all individual action and behavior change.
Common examples include economic supply and demand functions and voting. Here again, there are no
agents of change per se; if there are, they are so widely
distributed within seemingly autonomous systems that
their actions or abilities hardly matter. With aggregation,
if power is implied, it is in notions such as consumer
sovereignty and social fads. Still, there is no agent per se,
no concentrated power in any subset of actors.
2. Diffusion Social change occurs when a “seed” is planted,
whether a new technology, an energy source or a management idea, and it grows and spreads. Others see it,
they hear about it, they copy it, they expand it, and a
critical mass is reached. The idea or technology or social
practice becomes self-reproducing and diffuses
throughout society. With diffusion, no agent makes
change happen. Power is diffuse and difficult to detect.
To the extent notions of power exist in this understanding of social change, they reside in the very attractiveness of the seed.
3. Buy green, be political Social change occurs when consumers buy with larger social and environmental benefits in mind. Such consumer behavior alters corporate
decision making and, at times, government decision
making. Power emerges from the aggregation of conscientious consumers that together shift the decision
making of other powerful actors, e.g. corporate and
governmental decision makers. Once again, however,
aggregation itself holds no agent of change.
4. Education Social change occurs when people acquire
new information or when they are shown that their
values conflict with their actions. Power resides with the
educator: formal teachers, parents, or “elite influentials”
including the media, advertising companies, and government propaganda arms.
5. Good science, good policy Social change occurs when
problems are assessed scientifically, the assessment is
effectively communicated to decision makers, and those
decision makers enact measures to change or constrain
citizen and business behavior. Power resides first and
foremost in the scientific knowledge. Power also accrues
to agents who communicate this knowledge to decision
makers, and to decision makers whose subsequent regulatory action is legitimized by scientific knowledge.
6. Crisis Social change occurs when a crisis occurs, or the
appearance of a crisis is manufactured. Peoples' attention
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is heightened and the motive for change intensifies. Defenders of the status quo melt away, creating space for the
builders of a new order. Power flows from the freedom and
initiative to act that temporarily comes from crisis.

We illustrate this argument by playing out a speciﬁc example:
Research on the sustainability of food consumption has demonstrated that high levels of meat consumption are environmentally
problematic due to the carbon, land, and water intensity of meat
production. It may take some time before politicians and the public
pay more attention to this issue, but a crisis in terms of a climate
related natural disaster or preparations for the next global
convention on climate change may provide a window of opportunity. Media coverage in these contexts can further increase awareness. In turn, public pressure to do something grows, which
motivates individuals to eat less meat while encouraging politicians
to initiate educational campaigns and new taxes to deter meat
consumption. In the end, these activities all sum up to produce
substantial reductions in meat consumption. Such an account may
seem plausible, and yet many of us would doubt its likelihood.
Indeed, a problem with this account is that it tends to ignore all the
power struggles involved in the process and all the explanations for
why things may not turn out for the better. Accordingly, it is not able
to explain why we often just see small modiﬁcations rather than
absolute reductions. This derives in part, we suggest, from the often
informal and unconscious ways in which claims about social change
insinuate themselves into sustainability thinking. To understand the
barriers to absolute reductions in meat consumption, then, and to
identify effective strategies for their pursuit, questions of power
must move to the center of analysis. The following section discusses
the theoretical basis for such a power-focused analysis, before we
apply it to the question of absolute reductions in meat consumption.
3. The contours of a power lens
Power is intrinsic to human interaction, to social organization,
and to the shaping of societal change. It is, in short, at the core of
politics. Politics for some is that which gets in the way of science or
rationality or planning. What is more, for those accustomed to
precise, measurable concepts (e.g., economic output, population
growth, toxicity levels) power can seem too vague to be of use.
Excising both, politics and power, is what, from this view, is needed.
We take just the opposite position. That is, politics and power
are part and parcel of the human condition (Arendt, 1959). Yes, they
are imprecise, messy, and oftentimes manipulative and selfserving. But this is what the variability in human needs and aspirations, capacities and proclivities, the indeterminacy of social interactions, and the need for people living together in communities
results indpolitics and the exercise of power. Some of us may wish
it were not so, but that very wishing and especially the acts it
prompts are political. Accordingly, we delineate a power lens here,
i.e. a particular way of looking at things, speciﬁcally a way of
identifying different sources and exercises of power.
As for the lack of precision, power is not unlike so many other
concepts that we use to describe and analyze human behavior and
organizationde.g., freedom, human rights, or democracy. These too
are imprecise but are no less important to understanding human
relations. The real challengedanalytical and applieddis to make
underlying power relations explicit, even in a ﬁeld such as consumption which is typically constructed as individualistic. This is
important as “power is its most effective when least observable”
(Lukes, 2005: 1). An explicit examination of power can make visible
the otherwise invisible workings of power in sustainable and,
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maybe especially, unsustainable consumption practices. Once these
workings are revealed, they can be scrutinized, assessed and judged
on ethical or other grounds, and challenged and changed or
embraced and expanded. Doing so requires understanding what
makes an actor (a single consumer, a company, or a nation state)
powerful, what its sources of power are, how power is exercised,
and how power relates to political outcomes. These are subjects of
study going back centuries. We don't pretend to capture it all, nor
claim that there is consensus. But we offer a framework that, we
believe, is appropriate for and pertinent to an examination of power
in sustainable consumption. Such a framework can then help researchers ﬁnd more promising answers to questions such as why
certain sustainable or unsustainable practices exist, what their
sources of stability are, and how one might still think about and try
to change them.
There is no single, universally agreed notion of power, as power
is expressed in different ways. Social scientists often employ heuristic devices such as the three faces or dimensions of power (Lukes,
1974, 2005; Fuchs, 2013), or seven ways of creating power
(Haugaard, 2003), or four forms of power (Barnett and Duvall,
2005). What is generally accepted, however, is the Weberian
notion that power is the capacity to inﬂuence others, to get others
to do what they would otherwise not do. This can be carried out via
attempts to change values, rules, decisions and their implementation. Power is not always coercive, but can also be persuasive or go
unnoticed; it can be exercised by individuals against each other
(“power over”), but also by groups of actors in pursuit of joint goals
(“power with”, which, at least in the political realm, normally
means against other actors' goals, however).1 In all of these senses,
however, power is relative: one actor's increase in power is another's decrease.
Scholars usually concur in distinguishing between material and
ideational sources of power.2 Material sources of power derive from
access to and control of technological, natural, or economic resources and assets such as money, oil, communication and other
infrastructures and transport capacity. These capabilities are relative. Absolute levels of weaponry or wealth, for instance, or of legal,
economic or social resources in general, do not determine the potential degree of inﬂuence, only those levels relative to others.
Ideational sources of power, in turn, are diffuse and frequently
invisible, deriving from social constructs such as ideas, identities,
values and norms and drawing on symbolic structures of meaning.
Examples of such constructs are nationalism, democracy, and
peace. With regard to the topic explored in this paper such constructs are, for example, prosperity, efﬁciency, consumer sovereignty, freedom of choice, conservation, waste, nature, or
sustainability. Similarly, perceptions of actors as legitimate, reliable,
competent, or trustworthy can provide such sources of power.
Ideational sources of power are relative, too. For instance, the power of an ideade.g., absolute reductionsdexists only in relation to
other competing ideasde.g., growth.
Material and ideational sources of power can be exercised in
different ways. Building on Fuchs3 (2007), we offer three dimensions of the exercise of power: instrumental, structural, and
discursive. These three dimensions facilitate a differentiated analysis of competing and overlapping exercises of power. At the same
time, they allow us to explore power asserted by discrete agents
and power embodied in prevailing institutions and norms. We are

1
In this sense, power has both constraining and enabling aspects (see also
Partzsch and Fuchs, 2012).
2
Ideational and material forms of power also interact and draw on each other in
practice (Fuchs and Glaab, 2011).
3
Fuchs, in turn, draws on Lukes (1974, 2005) and Levy and Newell (2005).
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convinced that a power lens for sustainability must account for
both manifestations of power, and we construct our framework
accordingly, knowing that this places us at odds with theorists who
argue that power ﬂows principally from actors (e.g. Avelino and
Rotmans, 2011: 553).
Instrumental power draws attention to the direct inﬂuence of an
actor on political decision-making by means, e.g., of lobbying or
campaign ﬁnance. An exercise of instrumental power thus tends to
draw on actor-speciﬁc material resources, which furnish actors
with the ability to inﬂuence policy decisions (also known as “policy
output”) (Fuchs, 2013b). A focus on structural power brings the
material conditions inﬂuencing actors' choices into the limelight,
i.e. the ability to inﬂuence policy input. It reveals that structural
material power predetermines processes of decision making and
non-decision making via the shaping of actors' behavioral options.
A much cited example of the latter case in the ﬁeld of sustainable
development is the threat of transnational corporations shifting
investments and jobs to other countries if governments adopt unfavorable policies (taxes, environmental or labor standards). This is
also an example of an invisible exercise of material power, as this
threat, though effective, is often never voiced. Lastly, discursive
power reveals how policy problems, actors, interests, and solutions
are not just given, but deﬁned before decision making commences.
It is a particularly subtle and diffuse dimension of power.4 Discursive power draws on ideational sources, i.e. values, norms, and
ideas, when trying to inﬂuence public debate and political agendas.
An example of a dominant idea in the context of sustainability and
absolute reductions is the idea of the economic necessity of constant growth.5 Lacking a (directly) coercive element, discursive
power is exercised through persuasion, argument, language and
narrative.
Each dimension of power is potent in its own right, and the
three often interact in symmetric and asymmetric ways, sometimes
producing surprising synergistic outcomes. To illustrate these interactions and demonstrate the utility of these concepts to an inquiry into absolute net reductions, we turn to the role of power in
shaping the consumption of meat. We also brieﬂy sketch the case of
organic food to note that power relations do not necessarily work
against improvements in the sustainability of consumption.
Together, the two cases suggest how a power lens strengthens
analyses of consumption and allows the identiﬁcation of barriers to,
as well as the potential for, achieving absolute reductions.

4. An illustration of the power lens: the difﬁculties of
reducing meat consumption
Few in the sustainable development community would contest
the pronounced desirability of reducing the consumption of meat,
especially in the so-called rich world. Meat production is carbon
intensive, directly and indirectly consumes large areas of land, and
is relatively water intensive (Duchin, 2005; Notarnicola et al., 2012;
World Bank, 2009: 15). Diets heavy in meat appear to be less
healthy than those tilted toward fruits and vegetables. Meat consumption may also be ethically unsustainable (e.g. Foer, 2009). In
terms of absolute reductions, a reduction in meat consumption may

4
Discursive power enters the policy process at the earliest stage, creating “interests” and organizing “some deﬁnitions of issues […] into politics while other
deﬁnitions are organized out” (Hajer, 1995, 42).
5
Discursive power also has a structural dimension, as norms and ideas are rather
stable shared understandings in societies. At the same time, actor-speciﬁc material
resources may help actors, both individual and collective, to exercise this discursive
power through media campaigns including electioneering, public writing and
speaking, and advertising and education.

be one crucial change in food consumption practices. Meat consumption, thus, is an issue ripe for the application of a power lens.
We do not aspire here to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the meat system e that is, the system of provision, distribution and
consumption of meat. Instead, we provide illustrative examples of
how various forms of power are important to the maintenance of
the current, unsustainable system and to understanding how the
system responds to challenges and (re)stabilizes itself. Challenges
may emerge from the unintended consequences of human activities, such as climate change, the disruption of common practices
through scandals, such as BSE or the horse meat affair in Europe in
2013,6 and from actors actively seeking to dismantle or change the
system, i.e. dynamics challenging or disrupting the dominant power relations. The examples are chosen so that they cover different
aspects of the meat system and simultaneously illustrate the
working of different kinds of power. Speciﬁcally, we look at how
power is exercised at different stages of the supply chain, for
instance to keep meat prices low and thus maintain and expand
meat consumption, as well as the forms of power that make the
system resistant to political, societal and economic challenges. For
each of these aspects, we point out structural as well as instrumental and discursive forms of power, emphasizing in particular
discursive power, as it tends to be the least visible. Finally, we
suggest possible “cracks in the wall”dthat is, possible weak spots
in established power relations that could be exploited to reduce the
consumption of meat. The examples refer mainly to Denmark, a
small country yet one of the world's largest producers of pig meat,
but they are illustrative of the more general conditions of the system and its power relations.

4.1. Power and low prices
All else equal, low meat prices increase meat consumption. The
question is, therefore, how power is exercised in efforts to maintain
the conditions that enable meat to be sold at low prices. In the public
debate and in much of the associated scholarship, meat prices are
often depicted as market outcomes resulting from price negotiations
at every step of the supply chain. Power tends to be discussed only in
terms of structural power, in cases in which one of the partners in the
exchange controls such a large share of the relevant market that they
can determine prices. As we will see, however, all forms of power play
out in both direct and indirect political and societal forms to shape
prices at every stage of the supply chain. Deliberate attempts to
maintain low meat prices or to lower them further, whether by
corporate, governmental or civil society action, are exercises of power.
They are sometimes the result of the market power of the negotiating
parties (Harvey, 2007). Frequently, however, they are inﬂuenced by
the exercise of political power.
The ﬁrst step in the supply chain is land, speciﬁcally land used to
produce feed.7 Low prices start with cheap land. Access to such
land, directly or indirectly, is crucial for feed producers. For
instance, Denmark's pig meat production is partly based on the
import of feed from other countries, such as soy from Argentina and

6
It was discovered that in many products sold as containing beef, horse meat
was included instead.
7
Actually, one could start the analysis with seed production and ownership. This,
however, has been done extensively and, importantly, with considerable attention
to questions of power by the literature on GMOs (Falkner, 2009; Glaab, 2013;
Newell, 2003), which is why we allow ourselves to skip this step here. In addition, business actors individually or jointly also exercise power in pursuit of low
prices via the lobbying for certain production (especially environmental and labor)
standards (DanWatch, 2011; Danielsen and Nørgaard, 2012) as well as tax exemptions and subsidies at this ﬁrst stage of the supply chain, of course; a point
which we do not further pursue here for reasons of space.
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Brazil and palm oil from Malaysia (Bosselmann and Gylling, 2012/
13). One means of gaining access to cheap land in feed producing
countries is through the exercise of instrumental power, i.e.
through lobbying governments to privatize land, land that other,
often poor subsistence farmers have used for generations, and to
sell it to large local land owners or to foreign companies and
countries (Borras et al., 2012; Borras and Franco, 2012). But gaining
access to cheap land is also facilitated by the discursive power of
ideas and actors. Relevant authorities need to believe in the concept
of private ownership of land and the beneﬁts this produces. In this
context, framing the acquisition of land more positively as “investment” rather than “land grabbing” further facilitates such
purchases (TNI, 2013). Similarly, a core belief of the free market
system plays a role here, namely the belief that those with the
ﬁnancial resources to acquire land legitimately earned these resources and deserve to “invest” them where returns (their private
returns) are highest. At the same time, large scale land acquisitions
are also considered the most productive use of scarce resources,
especially capital, and a necessary part of modernization, thus
enabling the labeling of subsistence farmers as “unproductive” and
legitimizing their expulsion from the land.8 Such ideas exercise
discursive power in the context of land acquisitions and their
conditions. They enable and constrain actors, but can also be strategically used and shaped by the latter. Structurally, access to cheap
land is made possible by existing asymmetries among the resources
and political inﬂuence of different parts of the population both
within (especially developing) countries and globally, as well as the
current global economy's tradition of externalizing environmental
and social costs of deforestation. In sum, at this ﬁrst step of the
supply chain, different forms of power play a pivotal role in keeping
meat prices low.
The second step in the supply chain in which power plays out is
in the meat processing countries where the animals are raised.
Structural power plays an important role as industrialization and
continued automation of agricultural production have increased
the capital-intensity of farming and contributed to an ever
increasing concentration of ownership. Today, the global meat industry is highly consolidated and concentrates market power in a
€ ll
few companies that dictate the terms of trade (Heinrich Bo
Foundation, 2013: 12f). Hence, much meat production takes place
in large-scale industrialized systems, with low per unit production
costs and hence consumer prices while social and environmental
costs are externalized (Kjeldsen-Kragh, 2010). In this context,
instrumental power is pivotal, as lobbying activities affect animal
welfare as well as environmental and labor standards, for example.
This also creates public health risks through, for instance, the
diffusion of bacteria resistance to antibiotics (Zhang, 2013; Hansen,
2012).
The implicit acceptance of such externalities by governments
and the public again underscores the relevance of discursive power.
Although the industrial agricultural sector contributes a small share
of jobs and GDP in most industrialized countries, it carries the
image of being crucial for the economy and well-being of the
population. In many European countries, this image partly results
from a history of food insecurity in wartime and the desire to be
self-sufﬁcient. Partly due to this history, the agricultural sector in
industrialized countries tends to be well connected with the relevant regulatory bureaucracies, as well as education and research
institutions, and consultancy services. The structural power of

these organizational arrangements effectively contributes to the
power of the idea that the sector remains crucially important for
related industries, and for jobs and exports. In Denmark, one can
also observe that the sector further legitimizes its own importance
discursively by arguing that it helps feed the world, and that all
meat consumers beneﬁt from low prices (DAFC, 2013). This
discourse is so powerful that a biophysical perspective, which
would show that the role of the agricultural sector in Denmark is
mostly limited to throughput of biomass (Erb et al., 2009; Haberl
et al., 2009), is rarely even considered. In sum, structural, instrumental and discursive power all play a role at this second step in the
supply chain, as the few examples given above demonstrate.
Processing is the third step in the supply chain where a knot of
power relations makes meat cheap. The structural organization of
slaughterhouses as highly industrialized and mechanized units
along with capital concentration have inﬂuenced power relations at
this step and kept a downward pressure on labor costs. The
replacement of labor with machines was also facilitated by cheap
energy. Yet, these low costs are also based on the structural power
conditions behind cheap labor and energy. While Danish labor
unions once succeeded in building up a position of strength that
secured wages at a certain level in Denmark,9 the migration of
workers from Eastern Europe to Germany, where many are
employed in slaughterhouses at very low wages, has increasingly
undermined the conditions in Denmark. Pigs are increasingly sent
to German slaughterhouses (relying also on low prices of transport), and Danish slaughterhouse workers are laid off or forced to
accept lower wages. Similarly, the price of energy is itself much
determined by uneven power relations (Princen et al., 2015). In the
processing step, then, power plays out in various ways as well. First,
liberalization in the form of free trade and labor migration has
-vis labor providing it with the ability to
strengthened capital vis-a
write the rules of the game and thus acquire structural power. This
development, secondly, has been strongly supported by the liberal
ideas of the beneﬁts of free trade and the usefulness of competition,
i.e. discursive power, and thirdly, by corresponding lobbying efforts
of business, especially transnational corporations and their alliances at the EU level and in the relevant capitals of member states,
i.e. instrumental power.10
The fourth step in the supply chain for pig meat is retailing, and
here the ecology of power relations is especially rich. In the
developed world and increasingly in the developing world, a
handful of large supermarket chains jointly control large market
shares and exercise substantial structural power in relation to
producers and processors. In other words, ever-increasing capital
concentration and buyer-driven supply chains allow major retailers
to push prices downward. Germany, for example, is particularly
known for ﬁerce price competition among discounters. The relevance of low prices, however, is also a function of the discursive
power of the idea of the sovereignty of consumers and the value of
“bargains”, which is enhanced by the advertising and marketing
strategies of these retailers. In addition, retailers exercise instrumental power by lobbying their governments to design favorable
product standards and to implement and enforce those standards.
What is more, retailers have created their own food governance in
the form of private certiﬁcation and auditing systems thus exercising structural power in the form of direct rule-setting power
with substantial consequences for social well-being across the
globe (Fuchs et al., 2009; Fuchs and Kalfagianni, 2010). While these

8
Ultimately, such a system of unequal access to land is protected by laws, and, if
challenged, by police intervention, sometimes by the brutal force of governmental
security units and private armies, thus involving another direct and material form
of power.

9
http://www.nnf.dk/media/16764/Slagter-2012-2014.pdf; http://www.maskinbladet.dk/artikel/lonforskel-pa-150-kroner.
10
The EU is notorious for a hugely asymmetric presence of the representation of
-vis civil society.
business interests vis-a
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private food standards would seem to increase production prices
due, for instance, to the costs involved in reporting, certiﬁcation
and auditing,11 the ability of retailers to simultaneously exert
downward pressure on prices means that these costs may well not
be translated into increases in retail prices but into losses in farmer
and farm labor incomes (Fuchs et al., 2012). Finally, capital concentration in the retail sector is inﬂuenced by anti-trust laws, and
the models used for assessing the impact of a given merger or
acquisition on market structures. Thus, knowledge and its evaluation by actors play an important role here as well. Again, then, we
can see actors employing instrumental as well as structural and
discursive power in attempts to keep meat prices low or lower
them further.
Before turning to the ﬁfth and ﬁnal step in the supply chain, it is
important to underline that in these ﬁrst four steps the “consumer”
is hardly present. These forms of powerdstructural, instrumental,
and discursivedare usually opaque to the consumer. What the
consumer sees is cheap and abundant meat.
The ﬁnal stage in the meat supply chain, in which power also
plays a role, is indeed consumption. In terms of instrumental power, consumer associations lobby on behalf of what they perceive is
or should be the consumer interest, including food safety and
quality aspects and, once again, low prices. Consumers themselves
are increasingly detached from food production and its circumstances. Instead, they are inﬂuenced ideationally by cultural ideas
about what constitutes a “real meal” as well as notions of health
and animal welfare, for instance. In many cultures, meals tend to be
named after the meat dish. In terms of discursive power, i.e. the
power of norms and ideas, consumer knowledge about foods, e.g.
on environmental impacts, social and health characteristics12 as
well as on recipes, plays an important role. Simultaneously, consumers are structurally constrained by their income and time,
which is paralleled by an increase in meat-serving fast food chains
and meat-heavy convenience food, and the food on offer in canteens and restaurants. Also, meal practices in canteens, hospitals or
schools constantly reconﬁrm the discursive idea of meat as a
“must” in a meal. Moreover, information asymmetries constrain the
discursive power consumers potentially could exercise. The food
industry often succeeds in its ﬁghts against stricter labeling requirements. Finally, power relations within families also play a role
in meat consumption. Research has shown the gendered eating
patterns within families, speciﬁcally the demand for meat voiced
by men, and the distribution in power in food consumption in
families (Buerkle, 2009; O'Doherty Jensen, 2009; O'Doherty Jensen
and Holm, 1999). While women do most of the shopping, men tend
to have veto-power on reductions in meat consumption.

4.2. Industry stability and resistance to change
The power of the meat industry becomes visible when one
considers how it has maintained itself in spite of numerous challenges in recent decades. There has been no dearth of such challenges. Intensive production methods in pig farming have been
challenged on the grounds of ethical standards and concern about
animal welfare. Animal welfare organizations protest against sows
locked in gestation crates, tail-docking, castration of pigs without
anesthesia etc. Another fundamental challenge relates to the
diffusion of bacteria resistance to antibiotics, due to the required

11

The actual improvements in environmental or social performance required by
these standards are actually rather limited. Food safety and hygiene receive more
attention due to the risk of scandals and associated ﬁnancial losses.
12
The Atkins diet is particularly noteworthy as a discursive promotion of meat
consumption rather than the consumption of carbohydrates.

treatments of animals raised in such bad conditions with antibiotics
and the large animal pharmaceutical industry that stands behind
this development (ETC Group, 2011). Health arguments with
respect to food consumption have increasingly gained power and
they present a challenge to the meat sector, as medical research has
associated meat heavy diets with a higher probability of heart
diseases, for instance. In the context of the rise of climate change to
the top of the political agenda, it has also become widely known
that meat consumption is carbon, land, and water intensive and
that a reduction in meat consumption is desirable also from an
environmental perspective. This is all the more the case, as the
limits to the availability of natural resources become increasingly
acute and social conﬂicts over land and water will increase in
number. Finally, a challenge to the meat sector also arises from
within, as the organic agriculture model gains power in the
developed and developing world and creates alternative production systems and business models, which, in turn, ﬁt a new consumer lifestyle that privileges sustainable food production and
decenters meat from daily life.
How have the dominant actors within the meat production and
distribution system coped with and thwarted the challenges? In a
struggle for power based on ideational and material sources, those
actors proﬁting from the systemically cheap prices have been able
to mobilize research institutions, which are in some cases willing to
document that the animal welfare situation, for example, is not so
bad.13 By funding the research and subsequently using the resulting
“knowledge” in pursuit of its objectives, the sector thus mobilizes
both structural and discursive power. In case this claim is difﬁcult to
defend, suggestions are developed for improving conditions.
However, these improvements are not too expensive and do not
change the industrialized systems in any fundamental way (D'Eath
et al., 2014). A key argument in the legitimization discourse is that
expensive improvements would lead to a loss in competitiveness
and a shift of production to other countries where animal welfare
would be even lower. Thus it is argued, changes at the international
level would be needed ﬁrst. This argumentation creates the
impression that power emerges from a structural situation that
seems impossible to change. Also, the sector copes by being able to
hide information from the public. Especially in the case of antibiotics, the sector succeeded in keeping the extent of the problem a
secret for a long time.14 The ability to hide relevant information is a
function of structural power but aided by lobbying against regulations providing better access to relevant information as well as
the discursive power of ideas regarding the balance between the
publics' right to information and a company's right to business
secrets. At the same time, the meat industry has seen and publicly
promoted technology as a source of solutions to many of the above
challenges, including the development of new fodder reducing
methane emissions or the use of animal waste for biogas. Finally,
power struggles result from internal challenges to the system
arising from alternative production systems and business models,
speciﬁcally organic farmers. While these power struggles have not
yet been resolved, they have so far failed to lead to a change in the
dominant system. On one side, the organic farming sector remains
small compared to the conventional sector, and attitudes towards
food have only changed in certain consumer groups. On the other

13
Discussed e.g. here: http://universitetsavisen.dk/videnskab/sandoe-jeg-er-etrodehoved-men-ikke-uaerlig.
14
After several years of secrecy the Danish Parliamentary Ombudsman in June
2014 declared it illegal to keep it secret which pig farms are infected with MRSA.
http://www.ombudsmanden.dk/ﬁnd/udtalelser/beretningssager/alle_bsager/20148/pdf/.
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Table 1
Some manifestations of power supporting meat consumption and especially cheap meat.
Structural power

Instrumental power

Discursive power

Cheap land

- Distributional asymmetries in land
ownership and political inﬂuence
- Externalization of environmental
and social costs of deforestation

- Lobbying governments to privatize land

Animal production

- Increasing capital concentration fostering
- Low per unit production costs
- Enhanced ability to prevent
undesirable regulation

Slaughtering

- Downward pressure on labor costs through
- Capital concentration
- Liberalization
- Free trade
- Labor migration
- Capital concentration: few supermarket
chains jointly control large market shares
leading to
- Buyer-driven supply chains
- Retailer driven food governance through
private certiﬁcation and auditing systems
- Abundant offers of cheap meat
- Meat dishes in cafeterias

- Lobbying activities limiting animal welfare as
well as environmental and labor standards
- Historical interconnectedness of agricultural
sector with the relevant regulatory
bureaucracies
- Lobbying activities limiting animal welfare as
well as environmental and labor standards

- Fostering belief in private ownership and free
market system as beneﬁcial for all
- Framing the acquisition of land as
“investment” rather than “land grabbing”
- Considering large scale land acquisitions as
most productive use of scarce resources
- Cultivating the historical image of the
agricultural sector as being crucial for the
economy

Retailing

Consumption

Resistance to
system change

- Ability to mobilize research institutions
supporting biased knowledge

- Mainstreaming arguments about the beneﬁts
of free trade and the usefulness of
competition

- Lobbying for/against product standards or
labels

- Promoting the idea of the sovereignty of
consumers and the value of “bargains”

- Lobbying in the name of consumer interests
on low price, even if conﬂicting with food
safety and quality aspects
- Lobbying against regulations providing better
access to relevant information

- Cultural ideas about what constitutes a “real
meal”

side, organic labels have been watered down15 and many
competing organically-appearing labels are in use in many countries, so that the lines between the conventional and organic sectors become blurred from the perspective of consumers.
In sum, the meat industry has considerable power in the political system and has been able to thwart or delay stringent animal
welfare and environmental regulations. Indeed, it has managed to
do so in spite of the fact that it would be cheaper to reduce nutrient
emissions from agriculture than from other sources, for instance.
With this power, the sector has been able to legitimize the
continuation of business as usual in meat production. Table 1
summarizes the arguments provided above.

4.3. Some cracks in the wall
Sometimes changes are achieved, however. Thus, the power of
animal welfare organizations has been sufﬁcient to improve the
conditions for pregnant sows, for example (Elzen et al., 2011). Here,
the discursive power of ideas of animal welfare and animal rights
seems to have been strong enough to gain some impact. Likewise,
the sector's avoidance of regulation for reducing carbon emissions
has become increasingly politically untenable. Education and information are also fostering the emergence of alternatives in the
form of the development of “New Nordic Food” (Micheelsen et al.,
2013) or new cooking books (Meyer and Astrup, 2012) partly
because the idea that meat consumption is unhealthy and carbon
intensive is gaining hold. Structurally, community supported agriculture (CSA) and many other local initiatives are trying to develop
ideationally powerful alternatives and to overcome the structural
constraints set by the larger system. Other changes, however, are
still in the far distance.

15
EU labels for organic food, for instance, are considerably less stringent than the
private organic labels that already existed by the time the EU introduced its labels.

- Emphasizing a company's right to business
secrets rather than the publics' right to
information
- Promoting technology as the most comfortable source of solutions

5. The limited case of organic food
Of course, power relations do not necessarily and always hinder
improvements in the sustainability of food consumption. Examples
can be cited in which the exercise of power across multiple dimensions may move the system toward sustainability. At ﬁrst
glance, a promising candidate for such an analysis may be the
increasing production and consumption of organic food, which we,
due to space constraints, cannot discuss in similar detail here but
will brieﬂy sketch. In this discussion, we will also show that the
case is not as easy to interpret, at second glance. Again Denmark
could serve as an example with both a relatively early and a relatively high penetration of organic farming and food consumption
(Jørgensen, 2007, 2010).
The history of organic food in Denmark is long and complex and
involves a broad variety of actors. The history has been summarized
as a series of phases: a pioneer phase in the 1970s; expansion and
organization in the 1980s; governmental acceptance and some
integration with the conventional food sector since the late 1980s;
consolidation of industrial processing in the Danish organic food
sector and the successful establishment of a strategic niche in
important retail chains in the 1990s; and from the late 1990s the
emergence of box schemes and the increasing importance of
organic food in public catering (Jørgensen, 2007, 2010) and the
more recent link to the New Nordic Food movement. The story of
successful change of production and consumption practices in this
ﬁeld is fraught with power issues. The dominance of conventional
food producers and retailers on a structural level was challenged by
means of instrumental power, including, the building of alliances
with powerful actors such as a key retail chains or the development
of new material resources such as a system for advice on organic
farming and the establishment of research activities. In addition,
discursive power helped to mobilize links to important societal
discourses on animal welfare, GMO, nutrition, lifestyles with culinary trends, and regional development. At the same time, the
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conventional food sector also made use of discursive power
through the deployment of counter strategies such as the promotion of “green” concepts intended to compete with the labelling of
organic food.
Assessing the dynamics of power within these two cases begins
to illuminate the conditions under which sustainability transitions
may become more likely. As such, the transition towards organic
food is still based on the agency of enthusiastic supporters and
entrepreneurs, who operate from a combination of idealistic,
commercial and organizational interests (which shaped their
discursive power in promoting the process). In that sense, organic
food was not only successful in discursively establishing the idea of
“organic”, but also in terms of challenging structural conditions
through the exercise of instrumental power for the support of
governmental actors for organic labels. It was, in this effort, also
able to establish itself as a more positive sustainability project than
the promotion of a less meat-intensive diet.
However, the transition towards organic food also meets with
barriers that can be analyzed in terms of power. So far, the
increasing consumption of organic food has mainly been considered to be a market niche (for instance, the market share for organic
meat is still very low), which is not seriously challenging the conventional food sector. Should the organic sector improve its structural position though, this may induce more resistance from the
conventional sector. Already, the conventional sector has been able
to ensure that the European Union's organic labels have lower
standards than the original private ones, via its exercise of instrumental power. Indeed, critical observers are wondering whether
retailers have not been successfully pursuing “corporatization” of
organic food in the interest of proﬁting from higher proﬁt margins
while at the same time undermining the fundamental challenges to
conventional production methods originally raised by organic
producers (Johnston et al., 2009). More fundamentally, organic labels in general, and the less stringent organic labels in particular,
imply little progress in terms of absolute reductions, by themselves.
Thus, the dynamics and power relations between organic production and consumption on the one side and ideas and initiatives
supporting absolute reductions would require further scrutiny as
well. The case of organic food would thus provide an interesting
focus for a more detailed analysis of power relations in pursuit of
sustainable consumption and absolute reductions as well.
6. Conclusion: the value of a power lens on sustainable
consumption and absolute reductions
Our central aim in this paper has been to emphasize the
research and activist beneﬁts of a systematic focus on power in the
linked ﬁelds of sustainable consumption and absolute reductions.
We have argued and tried to demonstrate that scholars and activists must critically reﬂect on their and others' underlying, implicit,
and informal understandings of social change and their frequent
neglect of power. Power is intrinsic to human interaction, to social
organization and to the shaping of societal change. Power is
essential in understanding what drives overconsumption and creates barriers against attempts to make it sustainable, and in identifying where potentially effective intervention points may exist.
Sustainable consumption and absolute reductions research and
action need to consider who sets the agenda, deﬁnes the rules and
the narratives, selects the instruments of governance and their
targets, and thus inﬂuences peoples' behavior, options, and their
impacts. As the meat case illustrates, unsustainable meat consumption is based on inequality in power and resources both
globally and locally, and therefore, policies for a reduction in meat
consumption must involve effective strategies to change these
basic conditions rather than merely rely on campaigns to persuade

or nudge individual consumers or producers. Research and action
that fails to consider the power dynamics involved in such cases
runs the risk of camouﬂaging power by implicitly employing
“natural laws,” of making predictions that presume a dominant
inﬂuence of technical rationality or enlightened individuals, and of
missing what is relevant for policy and society.
Putting power front and center in a social analysis, ideally in
biological and physical analyses as well, especially those with
“policy recommendations” or “behavior change” prescriptions, is
hard, if not downright uncomfortable. Many of us authors have a
background in political science and ﬁnd that even there the
reluctance to engage such a messy, intangible subject is common.
Many of us have found ourselves avoiding power even as we
examine social movements or methods of conﬂict resolution or,
indeed, consumption.
We can speculate as to why there is such reluctance to engage
power. But a major reason, we believe, is that for a long time power,
along with emotion and spiritual experience, has been relegated to
the unscientiﬁc, the non-rational, the pre-modern, the backward.
That time is coming to an end, not just because scientists now
inquire about the spiritual, the emotional and the political, but
because it can no longer be denied that, as Hannah Arendt recognized a half century ago, they are essential to the human condition.16
What is more, we are learning in the late 20th and early 21st
centuries that the human condition is part and parcel of the biophysical condition, the condition of the land, the water, the atmosphere. Engaging power is no longer merely a scientiﬁc question, a
historical or even a policy and behavior question. It is an existential
question. For those of us deeply concerned about the long-term
existence of life as we know it, to avoid power is to risk
condoning a system that is inherently unsustainable and unjust,
both in the short and long term, and at home and abroad. Shying
away from power allows the trends to play out to their logical and
tragic ends. Asking about power, uncovering the hidden and
exposing the inequitable is a civic obligation, a sustainability
imperative, and a justice prerequisite. It is time social scientists,
natural scientists, and humanists, as well as those in applied ﬁelds
such as business and engineering, study power, question power,
and thereby challenge power. Consumption cannot be sustainable
or reductions absolute with anything less.
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